Perspectives on Quorum sensing in Fungi
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ABSTRACT

Keeping a pace with Quorum sensing, analyzing communication shows the close co-evolution of fungi with organisms present in their environment giving insights into multispecies communication. Subsequently, many examples of cell density dependent regulation by extracellular factors have been found in diverse microorganisms. The widespread incidence of diverse quorum-sensing systems strongly suggests that regulation in accordance with cell density is important for the success of microbes in many environments. The paper includes the basic autoregulatory quorum sensing molecules that has been perceived. Although fungal quorum sensing research is still in its infancy, its discovery has changed our views about the fungal kingdom and could eventually lead to the development of new antifungal therapeutics.

INTRODUCTION

Innumerable variety of fungal organisms represents a major challenge when establishing a homogeneous designation of the signaling processes employed. The population level regulation, also known as “Quorum sensing” has enabled bacterial cells to chemically measure the density of the surrounding population [1]. Subsequently, many examples of cell density dependent regulation by extracellular factors have been found in diverse fungi family. It has become apparent that fungi, like bacteria, also use quorum regulation to affect population-level behaviors such as biofilm formation and pathogenesis [2]. Since the nature and mode of action of communication is as diverse as the response to the information it carries. Inter- and intra species communication has been widely studied analyzing the exchange of information between fungal species [3]. The existence of fungal quorum sensing systems reveal that alcohols (farnesol, tyrosol, phenylethanol and tryptophol), peptides (pheromones), lipids (oxylipins), acetaldehydes and few volatile gas and compounds are found to act as quorum sensing molecules regulating morphogenesis, filamentation, pathogenesis as well as various other functions. As described and reviewed, quorum quenching systems of genus such as Aspergillus, Candida, Saccharomyces and others has been identified to modulate fungal signaling pathways which are the sensors in cell culture density and biofilm formation. Because of the role of quorum-sensing regulation in biofilm formation, there is particular interest in identifying chemical agents that can control biofilm-associated infections and attenuate chronic infections that involve a biofilm-like state [4]. In the same way that pathogens appear to use quorum-sensing regulation to control the production of virulence determinants, quorum-sensing pathways may have roles within protective microbial communities. However, in most cases the actual molecular mechanism of such communication remains for most parts unknown. The determination of these
pathways is of substantial significance as molecular messengers control the expression of fungal virulence
determinants including the hyphal switch and biofilm formation or mycotoxin formation. An important issue in the
field is the absence of a consensus regarding the definition of fungal QSM that suggested and proposed fungal QSM
should:(1) accumulate in the extracellular environment during fungal growth; (2) accumulate in a concentration that
is proportional to the population cell density with its effects restricted to a specific stage of growth; (3) induce a
coordinated response in the entire population that is not simply an adaptation meant to metabolize or detoxify the
molecule itself after a threshold concentration is reached;(4) not be solely a byproduct of fungal catabolism [5].
There are only a few fungal QSM isolated so far where different solutions for intercellular communication during
the immense evolutionary gap could have developed, these criteria might need to be refined in the future. Once the
importance of quorum sensing is established in pathogenic fungi and the mechanistic details are uncovered, the
value of quorum-sensing pathways as potential therapeutic targets can be assessed.

ELEMENTS OF QUORUM-SENSING REGULATION

In both bacteria and fungi, quorum sensing is mediated by small diffusible signaling molecules that
accumulate in the extracellular environment. The signal molecules themselves are generally, though not
always, specific to a species or strain, and there is a high degree of structural diversity among the
signaling molecules produced by different microbes [6,7,8]. The mechanism by which a signal
accumulates in the medium depends on the system; signal export has been shown to involve passive
diffusion across the membrane, the action of efflux pumps, and specific transporters [9]. When a signal
accumulates to a sufficiently high concentration, the cognate response regulator is activated within the
local population of cells, leading to coordinated gene expression. While the details of signal detection in
fungi have yet to be elucidated, a number of different strategies for signal detection in bacteria have been
described, including cytoplasmic, signal binding transcription factors and cell-surface localized receptors
[10]. A number of recent reviews provide an overview of the literature describing fungi have been found
to produce extracellular molecules that modulate cellular morphology. In addition to quorum-sensing
molecules that affect morphology in fungi, autoregulatory molecules with effects on growth have also
been observed.

Peptides: Pheromones

Since 1959, pheromones have been known to act as an informative molecule and were reported to be involved in the
sexual cycle of fungi in 1974 [11]. In the fungal kingdom, they are involved in the reconnaissance of compatible
sexual partner to promote plasmogamy and karyogamy between two opposite mating types followed by meiosis.
Taking the example of the extensively described sexual cycle of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, pheromones are
diffusible peptides called a-factor (12 aa). Each mating type responds to the opposite factor, and is able to produce
only one of the two peptide pheromones depending on the alleles present at the MAT locus [12]. MFα1 encodes the
pheromone precursor, prepro-α-factor, which undergoes several proteolytic reactions in the classical secretory
pathway before releasing the mature pheromone [13]. Once released, pheromones freely diffuse in the environment
and create a concentration gradient. Phenotypically, the morphological response of cells to opposite mating
pheromone is the development of a shmoo, that is, directional cell growth in response to the pheromone gradient. As
each opposite cell develops a shmoo, the plasmogamy between the two cells occurs when the
shmooes establish contact, starting the first step of the sexual cycle. Moreover, Candida albicans has not yet been
described to undergo meiosis. This yeast displays only an imperfect sexual cycle, where karyogamy results in the
formation of tetraploid cells that restore natural diploidy via random loss of chromosomes [14]. This process occurs
only after C. albicans has undergone a so-called white-to opaque switch where opaque cells are the sole mating
competent form of this yeast. The opaque cells morphologically respond to pheromone by producing a shmoo, like
in *S. cerevisiae*, but the mating incompetent form, white cells, is also sensitive to pheromone [15, 16]. Indeed, *C. albicans* α-factor but also α-factor promotes the formation of biofilm by white cells via enhancing their adhesiveness. The formation of fungal biomass by white cells facilitates the establishment of a pheromone gradient in a population of individual cells and assists the mating process of opaque cells. This process involves another molecule, farnesol, as the production of this molecule under aerobic conditions induces the death of the mating competent opaque cells. Anaerobic conditions that prevent production of farnesol facilitate mating between *C. albicans* opaque cells. The mechanism of pheromone communication has a broad significance in diverse fungi including ascomycetes like *Histoplasma capsulatum* or *Aspergillus fumigatus*, to basidiomycetes such as *Cryptococcus neoformans* and *Ustilago maydis*, which possess a tetrapolar mating system [17]. Pheromone communication appears to be a critical mechanism for fungi as it supports the exchange of genetic material between cells and by extension the ability of the organism to evolve in response to their environment.

**Lipids: Oxylipins**

Oxylipins are oxygenated fatty acids used as cell messengers and have been intensely studied in plants and mammalian cells [18]. They also appear to be widely synthesized and secreted by fungi. *A. nidulans* was reported to produce one of the first oxylipins called psi factor (precocious sexual inducer), which is composed of a series of different oxylipin derives from oleic acid, linoleic acid, and linolenic acid. The genes involved in the production of psi factor are called *Ppos* (for psi-producing oxygenases) [19, 20]. Inactivation of these genes results in perturbations not only of psi factor production but also mycotoxins production, as well as in the ratio between the development of sexual and asexual ascospores. Overexpression or addition of psiBα or psiCα to the culture medium stimulates sexual sporulation and represses asexual spore development while an opposite effect is observed for psiAα and psiBβ [21]. Secondary metabolite mycotoxin sterigmatocystin (ST) and antibiotic penicillin (PN) production are also dependent on oxylipin [22]. Finally, using confocal laser scanning microscopy, oxylipins have been described to accumulate in the capsule of *C. neoformans* before being released into the external medium under the form of hydrophobic droplets that are transported via tubular protuberances [23]. Nigam et al. have described a 3(R)-Hydroxytetradecanoic acid, a derivate of linoleic acid as a novel QSM of *C. albicans* [24]. Previously it was known to be produced during the sexual phase of *Dipodascopsis uninucleata*, this oxylipin increases filamentation in *C. albicans* in response to N-acetylglucosamine [25].

**Volatile Compounds and Gas**

In addition to releasing mediators into solution or onto solid growth media, organisms also exchange information via the liberation of messenger molecules into air. In the fungal kingdom, as early as in the 1970s, volatile compounds from fungi and others organism have been described to impact on fungal growth [26, 27]. It has been observed that *S. cerevisiae* colonies grown on complex agar form a turbid path in the vicinity of another colony. Subsequently, they discovered that this reaction is induced by the small volatile messenger molecule, later described as ammonia [28], which also required aminoacid uptake for its production. *Trichoderma* species have been described to produce the volatile molecule 6-Pentyl-α-pyrene, a secondary metabolite with antifungal activity [29]. However, the induction of conidiation in *Trichoderma* species, which is known to be regulated by a circadian cycle, has also been shown to be controlled via a volatile agent. 8-carbon compounds molecules 1-octen-3-ol, 3-octanol and 3-octanone specifically induce conidiation in colonies placed in the dark. This regulation could involve a calcium-dependant signaling pathway [30]. Fungi are not only responsive to volatile compounds that they produce but also, in at least one example, to a gas liberated during respiration: carbon dioxide (CO₂). It was demonstrated that the optimum CO₂ concentration for the germination of *Aspergillus niger* conidiospores is reached not under normal atmospheric concentrations of CO₂ (0.033%) but at 0.5% [31]. Since then several additional phenotypes in fungi have been attributed to changes in the concentration of environmental CO₂ including the sporulation of *Alternaria crassa* and *Alternaria cassiae*, conidiation of *Neurospora crassa*, or capsule formation and mating in *C. neoformans* [32].
significant advances have been made in the understanding of CO$_2$ sensing in fungi. It was already known that the yeast to hyphae morphological switch in *C. albicans* is triggered by elevated environmental CO$_2$ [33].

**Acetaldehyde**

Acetaldehyde, an organic compound involved in several cellular pathways, has been shown to impact on cell-densitydependent glycolytic oscillations of *S. cerevisiae* [34]. In 1964, Chance et al. described that the level of NADH in yeast oscillated when starved cells endure a pulse of glucose after a switch to anaerobic conditions [35]. Since then other metabolites have been described to oscillate in yeast including glucose-6-phosphate, fructose-6-phosphate, fructose-1,6-biphosphate, AMP, ADP, and ATP [36]. Interestingly, at a population level these oscillations are not chaotic but appear to be subject to synchronization. Acetaldehyde was identified as the active molecule in the synchronization of these oscillations, as the use of acetaldehyde traps induced the oscillation to be damped and addition of acetaldehyde to the medium produced a phase shift in the oscillation [34]. Acetaldehyde is a small molecule that can passively diffuse through the cell membrane. No specific target for acetaldehyde is known; however, this compound has an important impact on the NAD+/NADH balance [37]. Acetaldehyde is also a volatile molecule, a property used to study inter and intraspecies communication in a synthetic ecosystem [95]. By engineering sender cells that liberate volatile acetaldehyde and receiver cells that contain a construct under an acetaldehyde-inducible promoter, it was possible to study volatile cell communication in a controlled environment. For example, yeast (*S. cerevisiae*), in combination of sender/receiver for inter and intraspecies resulted in a positive communication between cells [38]. These results show that virtually all cells can communicate with themselves or different species. Evidently such models could bring new insight in the understanding of communication in complex living systems.

**Farnesol**

*C. albicans* is a polymorphic fungus normally found in the human microbiota that can cause devastating infections in situations when its relationship with the human host is altered by immune suppression or compromise of epithelial barriers. Polymorphism between yeast, hyphae and pseudohyphae forms is critical for its virulence and corresponds to an adaptive response to environmental changes [39]. Additionally, it has long been observed by experiments that at densities lower than 106 cells/ml, *C. albicans* cells develop into filamentous forms, whereas at higher densities the fungus grows as budding yeasts. Hornby and collaborators discovered that this behavior was controlled by a QSM, which they identified as being the isoprenoid farnesol [40]. In the same year, it was described in a different strain of *C. albicans* that farnesolic acid acts like an autoregulatory substance (ARS) also inhibiting filamentation [41]. Farnesoic acid was found only in a strain of *C. albicans* that does not produce farnesol and its effects are less intense. Long before farnesol and farnesoic acid were isolated, a morphogenic autoregulatory substance (MARS) was isolated by Hazen and Cutler that produced similar effects on filamentation of *C. albicans*. However, the chemical features of this molecule differed from farnesol and farnesoic acid and its identity has not been determined yet [42, 43].

**Tyrosol**

Tyrosol concentration correlates with the increase of biomass of both planktonic cells and biofilms of *C. albicans* and the addition of tyrosol at early stages of biofilm formation stimulated hyphal growth. It decreases the length of the lag phase of growth, and stimulating filamentation and biofilm formation. These effects are suppressed in the presence of farnesol, suggesting a fine QS-mediated control [44, 45]. Additionally, tyrosol was shown to have an inhibitory activity against neutrophils possibly by interfering with the oxidative burst of these phagocytes [46].

Lastly, the above investigations concern with cell adhesion, pheromone response, calcium/calmodulin, cell integrity, osmotic growth, stress response or cell growth. The interactional context determines the semantic relationship, i.e., the function of the chemical components forms a signal-mediated communication pattern in fungi. Thus, fungal organisms coordinate all their behavioural patterns with a core set of chemical molecules. The interactional context
and the different modes of coordinating appropriate response behaviour in development, growth, mating, attack, defense, virulence, etc. determines the combinations of signals that generate the appropriate meaning of function, carrying informational messages.

**Mathematical model**

In the other hand, we can also propose stable linear and nonlinear mathematical models of quorum sensing in fungi with the help of partial differential equations and ordinary differential equations. Then stability analysis and the asymptotic analysis can be found out. However, the other factors also seem to come into play and hence statistical methods are needed. Statistical modelling and computational methods can be also taken into account to investigate these density dependent phenomena. Firstly, the statistical variation in morphology throughout a population should be well described. Secondly, a further random phenomenon occurs when the quorum sensing takes place, which is closely linked with the biofilm formation and pathogenesis. Fluid mechanics theory in combination with statistical models will dictact the mathematical equations that need to be solved. A key role in continuum mechanics is played by the concept of representative volume element (RVE). Technically speaking, this requires erotic, stationary random fields of microscale properties and what results is a macroscopic homogeneous continuum. More specifically, we consider finite “windows of observation” which we increase in size. The windows represent statistical volume elements and provide a heterofore missing link to stochastic finite element methods. Further studies may include the use of finite element software in combination with experimental validation studies.
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